Dermatology Practice Opportunities Available in New England!

Acadia Physician Recruiters is a Maine-based service matching physicians with desirable practices. Our highlight positions are in Maine and New Hampshire:

**Augusta/Waterville, Maine:** We seek two general dermatologists to address a community shortage in neighboring cities in south-central Maine. You can be employed, or set up your own private practice with full hospital backing. You must be a confident BC/BE physician. Your practice will be busy quickly due to local demand for services. You will earn an outstanding income (with incentives) and hospital benefits including generous student loan assistance, paid relocation, CME budget with time off, and more. Augusta is Maine’s capital city and site of this system’s brand new regional hospital, scheduled to open in 2014. These affordable college towns are less than an hour from the ocean, and feature excellent schools, abundant shopping and dining, scenic lakes and rivers for boating and kayaking, plus hiking trails, golf courses, and skiing nearby. Augusta is just 1 hour’s drive from Portland’s Jetport, or 3 hours from Boston.

**Nashua, New Hampshire:** Excellent opportunity in southern NH to join a busy private practice owned by a Plastic Surgeon/Dermatologist team. You should be BC/BE with a mixture of medical and cosmetic skills. Enjoy an ideal practice mix: outpatient-only dermatology, no call or hospital coverage, interesting cases, and a flexible schedule! Start on a competitive salary, with a possible partnership opportunity within two years. NH has no sales tax nor income tax! This region offers colleges and shopping malls, with activities including theatre, concerts, golf and skiing, plus hiking and biking along the many rivers and lakes. Nashua is one hour from Boston and the coast, 2 hours south of the White Mountains, and just 30 minutes from Manchester, NH – the largest city in northern New England, and a top-rated “Best City”!

To learn more about these and other career opportunities around New England, please contact us. There is no cost, no obligation... and the rewards may last a lifetime!
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